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Denial 

de·ni·al   

/di’nīəl/ 

Noun 

The action of declaring something to be untrue: 

"she shook her head in denial". 

The refusal of something requested or desired. 

Synonyms 

negation - disavowal - refusal - rejection - 

disclaimer 
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DENY, DENY, DENY! 

 
“Liar,” she screams. 
“Enquire,” he suggests. 
 
“It’s untrue,” she hesitates. 
“He’s blue!” he insists. 
 
“He’s not dead,” she hopes. 
“Just look ahead,” he suggests. 
 
"We talked just before," she whines. 
"Body! On the floor!" he declares. 
 
“I do not dare look,” she cries. 
“By hook or by crook,” he encourages. 
 
“No idea what to do now,” she trembles. 
“Do whatever your heart will allow.” 
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Deny / untrue / refusal / no / don’t / won’t / can’t / hidden / resist / desist / hurt / pain / freeze / 

frozen / unwanted 

DENY, DENY, DENY! INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration: Conversation, exercise 17 from our course, had me thinking about poetry that is 
dialogue based. I wanted the actual conversation to rhyme but not the line endings. I then altered 
the poem so each twin line of conversation added in one additional word – to an ever increasing 
scale, to express further panic and resistance. 
 
Denial is represented by brown, for the turgid refusal and confused muddiness that denial brings to 
everyday thinking. Brown exemplifies steadfastness, dependability and isolation. 
 
Concepts:  

Denial – expressing disbelief, intangible quality of refusal. 
Resolution:  Nervous acceptance?  

 
Deny, Deny, Deny! – Draft 1 

 
You Lie!  
But why? 
It’s untrue.  
Not to you. 
He’s not dead”. 
Just look ahead. 
I don’t dare look. 
By hook; by crook. 
So whatever to do now 
whatever your heart will allow. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Deny, Deny, Deny! – Draft 2 

 
“You Lie!” she screams.  
“But why?” he asks. 
“It’s untrue” she hesitates. 
“Not to you” he insists. 
“He’s not dead” she hopes. 
“Just look ahead” he suggests. 
“I don’t dare look,” she cries. 
“By hook; by crook,” he sighs. 
“So whatever to do now” she trembles. 
“whatever your heart will allow.” 
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DON’T SPEAK 

 

Don’t speak 

I don’t want to know what you are thinking. 

All week 

you’ve hidden behind your drinking. 

Don’t lie 

I cannot bear to hear yours anymore. 

Don’t cry 

there isn’t much you seem to stand strong for. 

Walk out:  

pack your rum, your hat and get on moving. 

No doubt. 

You think I’m nothing but disapproving 

Beyond me. 

I’ve spent years pretending that you can change. 

Whoopee! 

At last, I’ve seen this is our usual exchange  

Denied you,  

in doing so have also denied me. 

Followed through;  

and finally I have set us both free. 
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Deny / untrue / refusal / no / don’t / won’t / can’t / pain / freeze / frozen / unwanted / lies / mouth / 

folly / crap / bullshit / repetition / addiction / continual  

DON’T SPEAK! INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration: Song by No Doubt, titled “Don’t Speak” where the chorus goes: Don't speak / I know just 

what you're saying / So please stop explaining  / Don't tell me cause it hurts / Don't speak / I know 

what you're thinking / I don't need your reasons  /Don't tell me cause it hurts 

Concepts:  

Lies – continual untruths that come from a perpetual lazy mouth. Move on, move forward. Take off 

the lies like an old brown coat. 

Resolution:  Fresh Beginning? Cleaning out of the closets, removal of the stuff dragging you down. 

Don’t Speak – Draft 1 

Don’t speak 

I don’t want  

to know  

what you are  

thinking 

All week 

You’ve hidden  

behind your drinking 

Don’t lie 

I do not want  

to hear  

them anymore 

Don’t cry 

There isn’t much you 

ever seem to  

stand for 

Walk out 

Pack your liquor 

your hat and  

get on moving 

No doubt 

You think that 

you’re improving 

Beyond me 

I’ve spent  

years pretending  

that you can change 

Whoopee 

At last 

I’ve seen this is  

our usual exchange 

Denied you 

in doing so  

I have also ended  

up denying me 

followed through 

and finally  

I have  

set us both free 

Don’t Speak – Draft 2 

Don’t speak. 

I don’t want to know what you are thinking. 

All week, 

you’ve hidden behind your drinking. 

Don’t lie. 

I do not want to hear them anymore. 

Don’t cry:  

there isn’t much you ever seem to stand for. 

Walk out. 

Pack your liquor your hat and get on moving. 

No doubt,  

You think that you’re improving. 

Beyond me. 

I’ve spent years pretending that you can change 

Whoopee. 

At last I’ve seen this is our usual exchange 

Denied you. 

In doing so I have also ended up denying me. 

Followed through 

and finally I have set us both free. 
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Anger 

an·ger   

/’aNGgər/ 

Noun 

A strong feeling of annoyance, displeasure, or 

hostility. 

Verb 

Fill (someone) with such a feeling; provoke anger 

in. 

Synonyms 

noun.      wrath - ire - rage - dander - fury - 

irritation 

verb.      irritate - vex - exasperate - incense - 

provoke – rile  
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LITTLE ANGELS 
 

Sure it's sad. 

There are twenty dead 

so-called little angels. 

Who, in truth, were typical children 

Full of demands and tantrums and self-absorbed. 

 

But there are also eight more rarely mentioned,  

and not with the solemnity reserved for the young: 

six teachers, one killer and one killer's mother. 

Who paid their taxes (unlike the so-called little angels)  

and contributed to society (unlike the so-called little angels) 

who were actively part of a community (unlike the so-called little angels). 

They could innovate and procreate  

to make those so-called little angels. 

 

Their memory is dulled by the significance 

of these so-called little angels 

because society deems adults as 

less:  

less important,  

less relevant,  

less worthy. 

 

Sure it's sad. 

There are twenty dead 

so-called little angels. 

What hurts me more is 

Families bereft of adults to guide and support 

and to have more of these so-called little angels. 
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LITTLE ANGELS INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration: Sandy Hook Elementary School Massacre, Newtown, USA, December 14, 2012.  

Anger is represented by red, to show emotional intensity, rage and frustration. Red also 

encompasses malice and wrath. 

Concepts – Massacre. Media treatment focuses solely on the children. I know nothing of the adults. 

Will those kids go home to discover their mother was killed at the massacre? Does the maternal 

nature of motherhood reduce the significance of a child killed early in life? If everybody else is 

worried about the children killed, who is worried about the adults and what they have provided to 

the community? Has anyone even asked after the killer’s mother, who was also shot?  

Resolution:  Without adults there are no children. Adults can bear more children. Children don’t ‘do’ 

anything until they become adults? 

Little Angels – Draft 1 

 

Yes it's sad 

There's 20 dead 

of so called little angels 

Who in truth were everyday children 

Full of demands and self absorbed. 

 

But there are also 8 more rarely mentioned,  

and not with the solemnity reserved for the young 

6 teachers, 1 killer and 1 killer's mother 

Who were actively part of a community 

(unlike the so called little angels) 

 

Their memory is minimised by the importance 

Of these so called little angels 

Because society deems adults as 

Less... 

Less important 

Less relevant 

Less worthy. 

Little Angels – Draft 2 

 

Sure it's sad 

There's 20 dead 

So-called little angels 

Who in truth were typical children 

Full of demands and tantrums and self absorbed. 

 

But there are also 8 more rarely mentioned,  

and not with the solemnity reserved for the young 

6 teachers, 1 killer and 1 killer's mother 

who paid their taxes (unlike the so-called little 

angels) 

And contributed to society (unlike the so-called 

little angels) 

Who were actively part of a community (unlike the 

so-called little angels) 

And could innovate and procreate  

to make those so-called little angels. 

 

Their memory is dulled by the significance 

Of these so-called little angels 

Because society deems adults as 

Less 

Less important 

Less relevant 

Less worthy. 

 

Sure it's sad 

There's 20 dead 

Of so-called little angels 

What hurts me more is 

Families without guiding adults  

Who can have more of these so-called little angels. 
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INFURIATION 
 

I hope you will forgive my ignorance. 

I’m truly listening. 

Well, actually I’m not. 

I’m just watching your lips move with unerring tedium 

and perpetual droning 

while trying to keep my face passive. 

But all the time,  

I keep seeing your red bulging face,  

with purple veins protruding, 

as I sink my fingers around your neck 

and squeeze, 

squeeze, 

squeeze. 

Tightness in my forearms,  

using muscles rarely exposed 

but now rising to the occasion  

as if born to do this deed. 

I wonder if you will explode. 

 

I change positions in my chair 

removing the glaze from my eyes  

and see you haven’t stopped. 

On you go,  

those pinched lips never ceasing, 

as you continue to tell me how the world has  

treated you badly 

ignored you 

tested you 

and discovered you have been left wanting. 

 

The sheen returns to my eyeballs, the  

glassiness is difficult to disguise. 

I wonder how shocked your expression will be 

when I swiftly skewer your eyeballs like a shish-kebab -  

all pudgy and squishy. 

I wonder if you will cease talking then. 

How will your other eyeball react when it sees what I have done? 
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Will you scream in horror 

or bellow in pain? 

Will I leave the skewer in there  

or remove it  

to strike out its twin? 

 

One pile of goo to clean up 

or two? 

I rub my hands together thoughtfully. 

 

Looking down, I tune back into the conversation. 

You are, as ever, still talking. 

About yourself. 

Again. 

About how you are hard-done by 

and that the world owes you a living. 

While all I can think of is removing your life 

from the equation. 

 

Yes.  

This is how much you infuriate me. 

The mind is a strange place, isn’t it?  
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Angry / frustrated / pissed off / want you dead / shut the fuck up / I don’t think I like you anymore / 

what if there were no rules? What would I do? / do you have any idea how much I don’t like this 

anymore? A ten minute phone call with you is always 2 hours long / silence / I yell to get a word in / 

you repeat things in a circular manner, over and over and over again / kill me now  / no, kill YOU now 

INFURIATION INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration: An acquaintance of mine, who over several months, has displayed more and more self-
absorption. Her neediness has escalated as has her compulsive talking. 
 
Concepts:  

 
Die bitch Die – if only on pen, in a world with no rules, how would I deal with your repugnant 
personality traits? Be vicious and cruel. Use cooking utensils to suit the victim? 
 
Resolution:  Excuse yourself as if it was just a little mind wandering and not anything truthful or 
vicious. Make it seem as if she is the one imagining the severity of my thoughts? 

  
 
Infuriation. – Draft 1 

I hope you will forgive my ignorance. 

I’m really listening. 

Actually I’m not. 

I’m just watching your lips move with tediousness 

while trying to keep my face passive. 

 

But all the time,  

I keep seeing your red face 

as I sink my fingers around your neck 

and squeeze. 

 

I wonder if you will explode. 

 

I change positions in my chair 

removing the glaze from my eyes  

and see you haven’t stopped. 

Those lips never ceasing 

as you continue to tell me  

how the world has  

treated you badly 

and discovered you have been left wanting. 

 

The glaze returns to my eyes, the  

glossiness is difficult to disguise. 

I wonder how shocked your expression will be 

when I swiftly skewer your eyeballs like a 

shishkebab 

all pudgy and squishy. 

I wonder if you will cease talking then. 

How will your eyeballs react when they see what I 

have done? 

Will you scream in horror? 

Should I leave the skewer in there  

or remove it to strike out its twin? 

One pile of goo to clean up 

Or two? 

I rub my hands together thoughtfully. 

 

 

Looking down, I tune in again. 

You are still talking. 

About yourself. 

About how you are hard-done by 

and that the world owes you a living. 

While all I can think of is removing your life 

from the equation. 

 

Yes.  

This is how much you infuriate me. 
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Bargaining   

bargaining - present participle of bar·gain (Verb) 

Verb 

Negotiate the terms and conditions of a 

transaction: "he bargained with the city council". 

Part with something after negotiation but get 

little or nothing in return. 
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THE POWER OF POTENTIAL 

Death 

steals 

my future. 

My future muddied  

like grimy, sludgy, slimy filth. 

I would give all of my unused potential  

for one more chance to breathe you in. Then, when Death wasn’t looking, 

distracted by other souls, I would purge my 

harnessed potential into a vat 

of steaming rage. 

DEATH! MOTHERFUCKER! 

DIE! 

DIE! 
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THE POWER OF POTENTIAL INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration: For the section on bargaining, I wanted to do formal versed poetry, so I chose a 
Fibonacci poem and a villanelle. The Fibonacci sequence, so ubiquitous in nature, must surely also 
being in death. 
 
Bargaining is represented by dirty yellow, a colour that muddies the freshness of brilliance with the 
slothful brown. Dirty yellow can also mean decay and sickness.  
 

Concepts: bargain with death, trade, life for a life, kill death? Softly, softly then yelling end, build up 
like a movie. Lines up to 13 then retreat again, form the Fibonacci pattern. Use 1 word/syllable per 
number in the sequence. 
 

The Power of Potential – Draft 1 

I’ll  

make  

you a deal. 

Come closer; let me whisper  

this to your ear. Better than anything you  

will see on tv this year. So cheap, you’ll think it’s a 

steal! 

Bargain of the century I’ll even throw in  

a set of steak knives! 

This cut-price once-only  

offer suits  

husbands  

wives. 

The Power of Potential – Draft 2 

I  

will 

make you  

a trade. I  

will do as you ask 

But the debt must be paid. I will 

not be betrayed if the deal is reneged 

The Power of Potential – Draft 3 

Death 
Robs me 
Sucks me in and 
Sucks me dry so now 

The Power of Potential – Draft 4 

Death 

steals 

my future. 

Muddied like filth. 

Thick, grimy, sludgy, slimy filth. 

I would give all of my unused potential  

for one more chance to be with you and to 

breathe you in.  

When Death wasn’t looking, distracted by other 

souls,  

I purge my harnessed potential  

into a vat 

of steaming  

rage. 

MOTHERFUCKER! 

DIE! 
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A DEAL IS NO DEAL 

 

I trade-in, I barter, I bargain all day. 

I'll swap you, up-sell you, persuade and cajole. 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 

 

I'll beat down your offer; it's not a cliché. 

I'll mark up and mark down til I reach my goal. 

I trade-in, I barter, I bargain all day. 

I'll reduce what you get then meet you halfway. 

I'll quote you but fix it so I'll take your soul. 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 

 

Don't think you can beat me; to me it's foreplay. 

I'll cheapen then charge; price is mine to control. 

I trade-in, I barter, I bargain all day. 

I'll take all you have and I'll lead you astray. 

Sell me your children; I'll swap them for coal. 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 

 

You'll bemoan and bewail, display your dismay. 

I’ll ache and have pity and pretend to console. 

I trade-in, I barter, I bargain all day. 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 
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A DEAL IS NO DEAL INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration: For this villanelle, finding the right repeated lines was key, and formed the basis of my 
drafts and re-workings. 
 
Concepts: bargain, bartering, selling, marketplace, reduce, cheapen, mark down, overcharge, mark 
up, price hike, comp, fix, undercut, subsidize, reduce, quote, beat down, cheapen , offer 

A Deal is No Deal – Line 1 Drafts 

I trade, I bargain, I barter all day 

I trade, I bargain, I barter, I appraise 

I trade, I bargain, I barter, I prey 

I trade, I barter, I bargain all ways. 

A Deal is No Deal – Line 2 Drafts 

I’ll swap you; I’ll exchange, appraise and quote 

I’ll swap you, exchange persuade and transact 

I’ll swap you, trade off, convince and pitch 

I’ll up-sell you, swap you and simply distract 

A Deal is No Deal – Line 3 Drafts 

A deal is no deal until somebody pays 

A deal is no deal til the scales sway 

A deal is no deal until it falls my way. 

A Deal is No Deal – Draft 1 

I trade-in, I barter, I bargain all day 

I'll swap you, upsell you, persuade and cajole 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 

I'll beat down your offer; the odds they shall sway 

I'll mark up and mark down til I reach my goal 

I trade-in, I barter, I bargain all day 

I'll reduce what you get then meet you halfway 

I'll quote you but fix it so I'll take your soul. 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way 

I'll bemoan and bewail, display my dismay 

with regret and complaint for I know my role.  

I trade in, I barter, I bargain all day 

I'll take all you have and I'll lead you astray  

Sell me your children; I'll swap them for coal 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 

Don't think you can beat me, to me it's foreplay 

I'll cheapen then charge; price is mine to control 

I trade in I barter I bargain all day 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 

A Deal is No Deal – Draft 2 

I trade-in, I barter, I bargain all day 

I'll swap you, upsell you, persuade and cajole 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 

I'll beat down your offer; it's not a cliché 

I'll mark up and mark down til I reach my goal 

I trade-in, I barter, I bargain all day 

I'll reduce what you get then meet you halfway 

I'll quote you but fix it so I'll take your soul. 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way 

Don't think you can beat me, to me it's foreplay 

I'll cheapen then charge; price is mine to control 

I trade in, I barter, I bargain all day 

I'll take all you have and I'll lead you astray  

Sell me your children; I'll swap them for coal 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 

I'll bemoan and bewail, display my dismay 

With regret and complaint for I know my role. 

I trade in I barter I bargain all day 

A deal is no deal until it goes my way. 
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Depression 

de·pres·sion   

/di’preSHən/ 

Noun 

Severe despondency and dejection, 

accompanied by feelings of hopelessness and 

inadequacy. 

A condition of mental disturbance, typically with 

lack of energy and difficulty in maintaining 

concentration or interest in life. 

Synonyms 

dejection - hollow 
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THE MOUNTAIN 
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Depression / sadness / blues / down in the dumps / suicidal / relentless / unmoving / solid / resolute 

/ cold / aloof / scary / symbolic 

WRITTEN LIES / THE MOUNTAIN INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration: I awoke with the phrase ‘echoes raging’ swirling in my head and I allowed it time to 
simmer into something complex. I thought about unmoving, solid objects that echo and both ‘lies’ 
and ‘mountains’ came to mind. I also used Exercise 1 from our Reader to try to keep it short and 
simple. In the end, a concrete poem seemed to be the most eloquent. 
 
Depression is represented by grey, which is neutral, non-committal, compromising, cold and 
gloomy. Dust, ashes, cobwebs, clouds, a ghost, hospital blankets... all of these are synonymous with 
the colour grey. 
 

Concepts:  

Written Lies/ The Mountain – Draft 1 

 

echoes raging 

back at me. 

symmetry  

in the midst  

of poetry. 

 

Written Lies/ The Mountain – Draft 2 

 

echoes 

raging 

back at me. 

symmetry  

in the midst  

of poetic 

reasoning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Written Lies/ The Mountain – Draft 3 
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THE SOLITARY SOB 
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THE SOLITARY SOB / TOMORROW INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration:  I was inspired by this image. Not only the beauty of the teardrop but also the questions 
behind it. This poem was initially titled Tomorrow and I liked the idea of both poems that signify 
Depression to be displayed as concrete poems. 

 
 
Sadness – what is behind the tears? Are they tears of sorrow or of uncertainty? Do we envisage 
ourselves in our own future when we cry out our past? Can we invent our own future when filled 
with sadness? 
Resolution:  Growth.  

 
Tomorrow/ The Solitary Sob – Draft 1 

A single tear 
flows down her face. 
Her eyes when dry 
dream 
a new tomorrow. 
 
 

Tomorrow/ The Solitary Sob – Draft 2 

A single line of tears 

courses down her cheek. 

Her eyes once dry 

imagine and dream 

a new tomorrow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tomorrow/ The Solitary Sob – Draft 3 

A single line 

A single tear 

cascades down her cheek. 

Her eyes once dry 

Now imagine and dream 

And invent her new tomorrow. 
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Acceptance 

ac·cept·ance   

/ak’septəns/ 

Noun 

The action of consenting to receive or undertake 

something offered. 

Agreement to meet a draft or bill of exchange, 

affected by signing it. 

Synonyms 

reception - admission - approval - adoption 
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MY WORLD 
 

I live in a world 

constrained by a society 

that forms and moulds 

its participants. 

 

I live in a world 

surrounded by values 

and morals and judgements 

that I did not ask for. 

 

I live in a world 

controlled by rules and 

enforced upon us 

that we all follow blindly. 

 

I live in a world 

where fences are built 

to keep the bad people out 

and to keep me in. 

 

I live in a world 

where I close my doors 

and de-clutter from the 

life just beyond them. 

 

I live in a world 

that despite its failings 

continually inspires 

creativity and greatness. 

 

I live in a world  

where what we all crave for 

is not given freely 

until we find it for ourselves. 

 

Acceptance.  
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Live / exist / constrained / moulded / judged / world / life / validation / affection / rules / regulations 

/ fenced in / clutter / hoarding / material possessions / so much daily crap in our lives / how can we 

ever learn acceptance? 

MY WORLD INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration: Neutrality spawns constraint. Constraint is society. Growth must fight both. Acceptance 
must survive growth. 
 
Acceptance is represented by forest green, signifying growth. Caterpillars into butterflies, tadpoles 
into frogs, growth is not optional but how we deal with it, is.  
 
Concepts:  

The World – holds us to our cultural values and judges us should we ever colour outside the lines. 
Yet it is those bold enough to stray beyond the norms who receive our admiration. We are pitied if 
we fail, we are cursed if we try and we are lauded if we are successful. You can’t SUCKceed without 
SUCKing first. 
Resolution:  Find balance, find harmony, find yourself.  

 
My World – Draft 1 

 

I live in a world 

constrained by society. 

which forms all 

its participants 

 

My world is 

surrounded by values 

and morals and judgements 

that I did not ask for. 

 

I live in a world  

where what we all crave for 

is not given freely 

until we find it for ourselves. 

 

Acceptance. 

My World – Draft 2 

 

I live in a world 

constrained by society. 

which forms all 

its participants 

 

My world is 

surrounded by values 

and morals and judgements 

that I did not ask for. 

 

I live in a world 

controlled by rules and 

enforced upon us 

that we all follow blindly. 

 

My world is 

where fences are built 

to keep the bad people out 

and to keep me in. 

 

I live in a world 

where I close my doors 

and declutter from the 

life just beyond them 

 

My world is 

that despite its failings 

continually inspires 

creativity and greatness. 

 

I live in a world  

where what we all crave for 

is not given freely 

until we find it for ourselves. 

 

Acceptance.  
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KEEP THEM CLOSE 
 

White sand, with coarse 

brittle layers that hide a 

damp compacted floor. 

White sand blown over footpaths;  

White sand means beach and slick water,  

Afternoon breezes,  

Tendrils caught between toes 

and fingers.  

Our webbing refuses to leave the sand behind. 

I like to keep these things close. 

 

Slick water, which courses through 

our bodies;  

our planet. 

Slick water means tapping rain on a steaming iron roof;  

the slide of the foamy wave as it touches my toes, 

like white linen drawn back from a freshly made bed. 

Slick water in a bottle on a sweltering day 

costs more than petrol 

and refreshes more than the soul and mind. 

I like to keep these things close. 

 

White linen, freshly pressed 

with the scent of cut grass 

And air-dried heaven. 

Starched ever so slightly,  

your palm strokes each piece  

like a furry dogs coat. 

Linen means motels,  

Holidays and escape. 

Romantic notions beckon. 

I like to keep these things close 

 

Furry Dog, with a perpetual need 

to be involved; 

to love and lick; 

seeking a massage that 

removes your stress as much as hers. 

Furry Dog means smiles and laughter;  
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Chasing balls;  

Swimming. 

Antics only a dog owner could love. 

Furry Dog means security and safety 

and waking up to a black nose beside mine. 

I like to keep these things close. 

 

Smiles and laughter. 

I'm glad I get to keep these things close.  
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KEEP THEM CLOSE INSPIRATION AND DRAFTS 

Inspiration: Using Exercise 13 from the Unit reader as a starting place, I envisioned life with the 
things most special to me; things that I truly miss when they are far from me. 
 
Special Things – the beach and water, hotel rooms, the smell of hot bread baking, my puppy-dog, 
my husband, having my back scratched, cuddles on the couch.  
Dilemmas: How to include special things that relate to grief. How to lead intimate loved items 
toward acceptance? 
 

Keep Them Close – Draft 1 

Sand with coarse layers that hide a hidden world. 

Sand blowing over footpaths. 

Sand equals beach and water and afternoon 

breezes 

Sand caught between toes and fingers.  

Webbing catches the sand. 

I like to keep these things close. 

 

Water, which courses through our bodies and our 

earth 

Water is rain tapping on a iron roof 

or the foam as it touches my toes 

Bottled water on a sweltering day 

Costs more than petrol 

And replenishes more than the mind. 

I like to keep these things close. 

 

Linen, ironed with the scent of cut grass 

And air-dried heaven, starched ever so slightly. 

Your palm strokes each piece.  

Linen reminds me of motels, holidays and escape 

Hot sweaty sex 

I like to keep these things close 

 

Keep Them Close – Draft 2 

White Sand with coarse 

layers that hide a 

unique world. 

Sand blown over footpaths. 

Sand equals beach and water 

Afternoon breezes 

Sand caught between toes 

and fingers.  

Webbing refuses to leave the sand behind. 

I like to keep these things close. 

 

Water, which courses through 

Our bodies and our planet 

Water equals rain on a steaming iron roof 

The slide of the wave as it touches my toes 

Water in a bottle on a sweltering day 

Costs more than petrol 

And refreshes more than the soul and mind. 

I like to keep these things close. 

 

Linen, freshly pressed 

With the scent of cut grass 

And air-dried heaven 

Starched ever so slightly 

Your palm strokes each piece  

Linen equals motels 

Holidays and escape 

Sex and sweat 

I like to keep these things close 

 


